
Essays on Dhamma - 1 

 

On chanda and taṇhā  

 

Often in popular literature the second Noble Truth is interpreted to say that 

desire is the cause of suffering. This creates lot of misgivings since desire is 

commonly seen as innocuous. After all unless one has desire for liberation 

why would one walk on the difficult path of dhamma which goes against 

the paradigm of most ‘normal’ respectable human beings? 

At the root of this confusion is the English translation of taṇha – which 

is posited as the cause of suffering in the second Noble Truth - as desire. 

How this translation came in popular parlance is not clear since this is not 

included in various translations of the word taṇha given in the PTS Pāli - 

English dictionary, where we find the words like: (lit) drought, thirst; (fig.) 

craving, hunger for, excitement, the fever of unsatisfied longing. These 

words like craving etc. try to capture the essence of taṇhā much better1  than 

the word desire; the best being the rather unwieldy long phrase ‘the fever of 

unsatisfied longing’.  It thus seems to be a limitation of the language which 

has created this confusion.    

The Buddha recognized this difference and used two different words 

– chanda and taṇha - to distinguish between the desires arising from a wise 

                                                           
1 though not  fully since aversion is also included in taṇhā 



understanding of a situation to that arising as an instinctive response to a 

situation. The former word, chanda, is better translated as aspiration or wish. 

The aspiration for liberation is a chanda and is essential to arouse the 

motivation, the energy, the effort needed to follow the path to liberation. In 

fact the Buddha identifies it as the first iddhipāda – the factor of success – in 

any spiritual (and even secular) pursuit.   It arises from a calm reflection on 

the nature of human realm which reveals its inherently impermanent, 

uncertain and unsatisfactory nature and one naturally looks for a way out; 

and when followed through with wisdom would lead to freedom from 

suffering.  This is in contrast to the taṇha which arises from an instinctive 

response to the momentary feelings, forgetting their inherently 

impermanent nature, and taking these personally: Vedanā paccaya taṇha. Thus 

to put it simply, chanda arises from wisdom and taṇha from ignorance, avijjā 

- which is the driving force behind the forward dukkha creating chain of the 

paṭicca samuppāda.  

It is not a matter of the intensity of desire that distinguishes chanda and 

taṇha, as is sometimes believed – e.g. a common mistaken view is  ‘chanda is 

weak desire and taṇha is strong desire’. That this is not true is apparent from 

the famous admonition of the Buddha to work to remove defilements as if 

your head is on fire!!  The word used in the sutta (AN 10.51) is adhimatto 

chando.   The issue clearly is desire to remove defilements is wise – a chanda, 

and it will indeed reduce suffering ; in contrast instinctively reacting to 

suffering by trying to run away from it, by blaming people, situations, 



surroundings is  vibhava taṇhā – an unwise response since it will only increase 

suffering.                             

Fortunately in Hindi language we have two distinct words to 

distinguish between chanda and taṇhā. Chanda is इच्छा, अभिलाषा and taṇhā is 

तृष्णा. Most Hindi speaking people understand that तृष्णा is indeed a cause of 

suffering but इच्छा, अभिलाषा are not, unless one becomes obsessed with these.  

The word तृष्णा immediately brings to the mind the image of a thirsty deer 

(मृग) frantically chasing a mirage (in Hindi called मृगतृष्णा) in a desert 

mistaking the reflection in it to be an indicator of presence of water. This 

captures comprehensively the meaning of the word taṇhā.   

Thus, for the sake of clear understanding, it may be helpful to replace 

the word taṇhā in the statements of various Noble Truths in terms of its 

cause, the instinctive response to feelings.  We could thus say without any 

ambiguity: Instinctive response to any experience is the cause of suffering. 

Complete cessation of instinctive response leads to the complete cessation of 

suffering. Noble eightfold path is the way leading to the cessation of 

instinctive response to all experiences.  

 

********* 


